What would happen if we found agreement around the world on what constitutes high-expertise teaching? For one thing, there would be a set of standards universally embraced that clearly defines core agreements about good teaching and learning. It would be obvious that proficiency in the knowledge, skills, and practices that comprise good teaching would be the highest-leverage path to increasing student achievement. Teacher preparation and subsequent professional development for all teachers everywhere would be based on the standards. Every effort would be made to assure that expert practices show up consistently in every classroom — from widely available classroom coaching on these practices to policies that reflect our public will to focus on expertise. Consider this: That scenario is not a distant fantasy; it is fast approaching if we look around the globe.

THE UNIVERSALS OF SUCCESSFUL TEACHING

True professions are grounded in a common knowledge base that all practitioners must study and in which they must show a certain level of proficiency to be licensed. This is true in architecture, law, and engineering. Visit the university libraries of schools for these professions, and you will see common organization of topics; common courses populate the curriculum. In the various state licensing boards are similar assessments. On the other hand, visit teacher preparation programs around the country and professional development academies in large districts and in regional collaboratives, and you will see vast variety and little consistency. It’s time for a change, and the coalescing international teaching standards can provide it. There is nothing wrong
with focusing on local needs, but the common ground for professional development should be the universal building blocks — those high-leverage essentials — that we know impact student learning. This is the path to creating a true profession and elevating the instruction children receive.

Feedback, properly understood, is one of these building blocks, its potent impact on student learning well-documented (Hattie, 2009; Saphier, Haley-Speca, & Gower, 2008; Stiggins, Arter, Chappuis, & Chappuis, 2009). The significance of this standard becomes apparent when one examines the actual teacher behavior associated with effective feedback. In order to give students feedback that meets the careful standards defined by Wiggins (2010) and others, the criteria for success need to be crystal clear to both the teacher and the students. Thus “feedback,” properly done, includes a cluster of other important and necessary teacher skills: formulating clear and rigorous objectives; defining and communicating criteria for success; and providing frequent feedback that is value-neutral, helpful, and useful for students to act upon. Feedback becomes the center of a group of skills that balance and complement one another.

Making students’ thinking visible is another group of skills that produces a high degree of student talk both with the teacher and one’s fellow students, about the content, and at a high level of thinking (Collins, Holum, & Brown, 1991; Perkins, 2006; Saphier et al., 2008). Proceeding from Vygotsky’s insights about the social nature of learning (Vygotsky, 1986), these skills make students active thinkers about the content; the teacher gets a constant reading on who understands and who doesn’t. In turn, students are required to become good listeners to one another and be active processors of information. In addition, the successful implementation of these skills has a direct positive effect on the climate of risk taking and mutual support among students.

It is no wonder that the last two decades of research of these skills have elevated their status. For example, 21st-century research on successful instruction in mathematics (Lampert, 2001; Chapin, O’Connor, & Anderson, 2003; Fuson, Kaichman, & Bransford, 2005) and in literacy (Allington, 2011) supports the potency of making thinking visible. In the 1990s, New York City’s District 2 became the highest-performing district in the city by emphasizing these skills for all teachers in all subjects. Making students’ thinking visible and feedback are two examples of high-leverage universals that occur in teaching standards around the world. Like the other building blocks that are emerging as worldwide standards, these skill sets come to life when we share images of what they look and sound like in action. See specific looks and sounds for making students’ thinking visible at www.learningforward.org/news/jsd. Unfortunately, important professional development topics such as these rank low on professional development agenda.
Framework provides a road map for teachers

By DeNelle West
As told to Valerie von Frank

Gwinnett County is helping new teachers learn what it means to be professional educators. We use Charlotte Danielson’s framework for teaching to be able to define outcomes for new teachers and to link together the district’s mentoring, coaching, and professional development processes in a way that helps teachers, especially new teachers, become more thoughtful practitioners.

We begin with an orientation, where we discuss culture, our formal evaluation process, and the content curriculum. To address specific teachers’ learning needs, we do a needs assessment. We ask what they want — lesson study, courses, a mentor. We also do an anonymous survey to find out where they feel they need more support. We then design professional development around the framework.

The components of the framework are classroom environment, planning and preparation, instruction, and professional responsibilities. New teachers have opportunities for 50 hours of courses to explore these areas. Each area includes four to five components that help teachers understand best practice.

We model for teachers the application of the content in these areas so they can plan how to use a strategy in the classroom. We then offer classroom coaching support for follow-up.

Beginning teachers ready for deeper exploration, for inquiry and to work collaboratively, work in lesson study. This approach blends content and pedagogy, and challenges teachers to think about how students learn and how they can improve their teaching.

We also help experienced teachers become mentors. To prepare mentors to work with beginning teachers, we provide a higher level of the same content to allow veterans to reflect on their own practices and identify areas from the framework where they, too, may need additional support. We then show them how to mentor a teacher, what good mentoring would look like in the classroom, and how to identify what support a new teacher might need.

The district has four staff development coaches and numerous curriculum area coaches. To prepare coaches to work with beginning teachers, we have a program built on Learning Forward’s standards and Innovation Configurations.

We align all staff development to make sure we have consistency in expectations for teacher performance. By aligning everything we do with the framework, our school system clearly communicates how staff development can help teachers to continually grow as professionals.

When we think of teacher outcomes in terms of professional development, we think of what change we want to achieve — a change in teacher knowledge, change in teacher practice, a change or impact on student achievement. Having a framework guides our work. It gives us a road map for where we’re heading.

DeNelle West is coordinator of teacher development for Gwinnett County (Ga.) Public Schools. Valerie von Frank (valerievonfrank@aol.com) is an education writer and editor of Learning Forward’s books.
TEACHING AND LEARNING ACADEMIES

To realize the promise of a commonly agreed-upon set of standards for successful teaching, professional development must maintain a relentless and ongoing focus on the highest-leverage teaching skills. These skills need to be properly expanded into clear exemplars that educators can understand at the concrete level and tied to performance assessments, just as we do for students in the curriculum standards movement. The foundation of professional development, then, will move away from being reactive to individual teacher evaluation prescriptions or exclusively driven by local needs assessments and move toward a unifying vision of high-expertise practice. This shift is essential to making teaching a true profession.

The knowledge and skills for high-level professional practice in teaching needs to be available for all practitioners throughout their careers with appropriate components offered at timely junctures in one’s path. Ideally, this would mean a teaching and learning academy with permanent offerings and in-class follow-up for the essential categories of professional knowledge and skills. See the box at right for potential categories.

Only large districts could hope to create such academies, but regional collaboratives could also do so, especially with federal and state support.

High-leverage essentials of good teaching and learning, however, are professional development topics that should be alive in every district every year, and not just offered periodically or at local initiative. See those essentials at www.learningforward.org/news/jsd.

COACHING AND PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Bruce Joyce and Beverly Showers (2002) proved three decades ago that workshop-based professional development, no matter how well designed and delivered, had little effect on classroom practice. They also found that this outcome could be changed dramatically if participants actively practiced new skills in the workshops and then were given feedback and coaching on-site in their classrooms on the application of the skills. My argument for performance assessment of professional development is really a call to translate that powerful finding into the design of all professional development. If we are giving our teachers learning experiences in what are now emerging as universal standards for successful teaching, we must make sure the practices show up in action.

The emerging consensus of teaching standards creates a case too powerful to ignore: We must not only enable all teachers to receive professional development in the building blocks of successful teaching and learning, we must support them with coaching and assess their individual capacity to use the skills properly after the training. The implications for us as professional developers of adults is the same as for teachers of children: Develop performance tasks for teachers on skills we are teaching; identify benchmarks of progress toward final proficiency; and give ongoing feedback to participants on their progress to mastery.

The formula above has been difficult to implement in traditional professional development of the past. Two 21st-century approaches, however, now make it feasible to ask participants learning new skills to practice them and get feedback: embedded coaching structures and technology.

In districts such as Montgomery County, Md., my consulting group Research for Better Teaching works through building-based instructional coaches. These carefully chosen professionals teach frequent building-based modules and study group sessions on core teaching skills. They are then available to give in-class feedback to teachers. Having a common agreement across the county for what their teaching standards look like and sound like in action has enabled them to give objective feedback in building-based settings. The county’s Center for Skillful Teaching functions like an in-house academy that offers professional development every year in these core standards and provides continuity of focus (continuously since 2000) on the building blocks in their standards. The payoffs in student achievement have been significant, as documented by Childress, Doyle, & Thomas (2009).

Video technology, ever more portable and accessible, makes it possible for teachers to video their experiments with new instructional strategies without another person in the room. This technology is applied in a number of districts for self-analysis and self-reflection. It also can enhance face-to-face professional development sessions when professional developers or coaches review classroom video and provide feedback to teachers online. With central district video servers, this feedback can be provided remotely and securely.

None of these changes is without its challenges. Principals and coaches must develop solid partnerships to strengthen the

At the teaching and learning academy

Here are potential categories of knowledge and skills for a comprehensive teaching and learning academy:

- Content
- Content analysis
- Content specific pedagogy
- Classroom management
- Cultural proficiency
- Motivation
- Instruction
- Planning and curriculum
- Data analysis
- Relations with parents and community

More at www.learningforward.org/news/jsd

- Specific looks and sounds for making students’ thinking visible.
- High-leverage essentials of good teaching and learning.
adult professional culture of nondefensive examination of practice (Saphier & West, 2009). School boards must be convinced to support coaching positions with long-term commitments. Districts have to invest in equipment and professional development for their principals, professional developers, and coaches, so they become expert analysts of instruction in addition to learning coaching skills. But this we can do now, especially if we can surmount the final and most significant obstacle: the political will.

THE REST OF THE JOB

On the whole, American policymakers do not understand that the knowledge and skills required for successful teaching, especially for children of poverty, is as large and complex as that for high-level practice in law, architecture or engineering. Our populace, our voters, our legislators, and even our most influential policymakers believe anyone can teach successfully if they are smart, literate, and know content. And if they are idealistic and motivated, then they will be more than competent; they will be stars. By all means, let’s get smart, motivated people who know their content into teaching. But let’s finish the job as our competitors do so thoroughly in Singapore, Finland, and South Korea by giving them the expertise they need to use their intelligence and actualize their commitment.

Recently, policymakers’ attention has been focused on teacher evaluation as a result of several recent reports, such as The Widget Effect (Weisberg, Sexton, Mulhern, & Keeling, 2009), which show that school district evaluation systems, with notable exceptions, are woefully inadequate. Missing from the table, however, is the understanding that teacher evaluation alone does not develop high-expertise teachers. Such development comes from embedding the standards in the other processes that impact teaching expertise: preparation and licensing; hiring; induction for new teachers; contact with peers during properly structured collaborative work; adult professional culture in the workplace; and access to high-quality sustained professional development, including coaching, in the highest-leverage teaching skills.

This country is committed to student learning standards. We are committed to assessing student progress in relation to those standards. We are committed to accountability. But until we become committed to developing high-expertise teaching and are fully mindful of its complexity, we will continue to fall short of the promise of democracy. That is the promise to provide all children, regardless of the circumstances of their birth, with a fair chance at a good life.

Generating that commitment requires organizations such as Learning Forward to educate the public and legislators about the complexity of good teaching. High-expertise teaching is not easily won.
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* Jon Saphier (jonsaphier@comcast.net) is founder and president of Research for Better Teaching Inc., an educational consulting organization in Acton, Mass., dedicated to the professionalization of teaching and leadership. Saphier has authored and contributed to eight books, including The Skillful Teacher, now in its sixth edition.
OUTCOMES

Coaching, teaching standards, and feedback mark the teacher’s road to mastery

By Jon Saphier

THE UNIVERSALS OF SUCCESSFUL TEACHING

True professions are grounded in a common knowledge base that all practitioners must study and in which they must show a certain level of proficiency to be licensed. This is true in architecture, law, and engineering. Visit the university libraries of schools for these professions, and you will see common organization of topics; common courses populate the curriculum. In the various state licensing boards are similar assessments. On the other hand, visit teacher preparation programs around the country and professional development academies in large districts and in regional collaboratives, and you will see vast variety and little consistency. It’s time for a change, and the coalescing international teaching standards can provide it. There is nothing wrong with focusing on local needs, but the common ground for professional development should be the universal building blocks — those high-leverage essentials — that we know impact student learning. This is the path to creating a true profession and elevating the instruction children receive.

Feedback, properly understood, is one of these building blocks, its potent impact on student learning well-documented (Hattie, 2009; Saphier, Haley-Speca, & Gower, 2008; Stiggins, Arter, Chappuis, & Chappuis, 2009). The significance of this standard becomes apparent when one examines the actual teacher behavior as-

Making students’ thinking visible

Here are some of the specific looks and sounds for making students’ thinking visible:

Teacher starts by asking an open-ended question that gets students thinking. Then …

• Asks students to explain the thinking behind their answers whether they’re right or wrong.
• Asks students if they agree or disagree with a student answer.
• Asks students to comment or add on to a student’s response or idea.
• Creates and then facilitates dialogue between students about their ideas.
• Asks follow-up questions that are similar to ones just discussed to see if student really understands.
• Asks students to make connections to something another student said or something else they know.
• Credits meaning to student comments, even obscure ones, and probes for the student’s thinking. Does the same with incorrect answers.
• Uses wait time. Allows students to struggle and dwells with the student’s thinking, sticking with them.
• Comes back to a student he/she moved away from to check and clarify what the student’s thinking is, given the comments of other students.
• Asks questions to surface discrepancies between what a student says and the information in front of him or her: “How can that be? What’s going on there?”

From the article
sociated with effective feedback. In order to give students feedback that meets the careful standards defined by Wiggins (2010) and others, the criteria for success need to be crystal clear to both the teacher and the students. Thus “feedback,” properly done, includes a cluster of other important and necessary teacher skills: formulating clear and rigorous objectives; defining and communicating criteria for success; and providing frequent feedback that is value-neutral and helpful and useful for students to understand and act upon. Feedback becomes the center of a group of skills that balance and complement one another.

Making students’ thinking visible is another group of skills that produces a high degree of student talk both with the teacher and one’s fellow students, about the content, and at a high level of thinking (Collins, Holum, & Brown, 1991; Perkins, 2006; Saphier et al., 2008). Proceeding from Vygotsky’s insights about the social nature of learning (Vygotsky, 1986), these skills make students active thinkers about the content; the teacher gets a constant reading on who understands and who doesn’t. In turn, students are required to become good listeners to one another and be active processors of information. In addition, the successful implementation of these skills has a direct positive effect on the climate of risk taking and mutual support among students.

It is no wonder that the last two decades of research of these skills have elevated their status. For example, 21st-century research on successful instruction in mathematics (Lampert, 2001; Chapin, O’Connor, & Anderson, 2003; Fuson, Kaichman, & Bransford, 2005) and in literacy (Allington, 2011) supports the potency of making thinking visible. In the 1990s, New York City’s District 2 became the highest-performing district in the city by emphasizing these skills for all teachers in all subjects.

Making students’ thinking visible and feedback are two examples of high-leverage universals that occur in teaching standards around the world. Like the other building blocks that are emerging as worldwide standards, these skill sets come to life when we share images of what they look and sound like in action.

See specific looks and sounds for making students’ thinking visible on p. 1 of this PDF.

Unfortunately, important professional development topics such as these rank low on professional development agenda.
To realize the promise of a commonly agreed-upon set of standards for successful teaching, professional development must maintain a relentless and ongoing focus on the highest-leverage teaching skills. These skills need to be properly expanded into clear exemplars that educators can understand at the concrete level and tied to performance assessments, just as we do for students in the curriculum standards movement. The foundation of professional development, then, will move away from being reactive to individual teacher evaluation prescriptions or exclusively driven by local needs assessments and move toward a unifying vision of high-expertise practice. This shift is essential to making teaching a true profession.

The knowledge and skills for high-level professional practice in teaching needs to be available for all practitioners throughout their careers with appropriate components offered at timely junctures in one’s path. Ideally, this would mean a teaching and learning academy with permanent offerings and in-class follow-up for the essential categories of professional knowledge and skills. See the box at right for potential categories.

High-expertise essentials of good teaching and learning, however, are professional development topics that should be alive in every district every year, and not just offered periodically or at local initiative. See those essentials at right.

### HIGH-EXPERTISE TEACHING

**Skills pertaining to planning**

- High-expertise teachers dig deeply into their content as they are planning lessons. They identify the most worthwhile learning targets in the materials and make sure students know what they are. They also make sure student learning experiences are logically aligned with learning objectives and that the assessment will give good data about student mastery. Student misconceptions and points of difficulty are anticipated and provided for in the lesson because the teacher did the student tasks himself or herself.

- High-expertise teachers know how to study student work, from standardized tests to work samples from yesterday’s class. They can analyze student errors and identify gaps in student learning. Skillful error analysis leads directly to reteaching for those students who didn’t get it the first time.

- High-expertise teachers arrange for a constant flow of feedback to students on their performance. The feedback is nonjudgmental and keyed to specific criteria students are clear about. Students can self-evaluate and use techniques they have been taught to set effective goals and plans of action to improve.

**Skills pertaining to instruction**

- High-expertise teachers make students’ thinking visible during class interaction by using a group of interactive skills. There is a high degree of student talk both with the teacher and with one another about the content at a high level of thinking. Students are active thinkers with the content, and the teacher gets a constant reading on who understands and who doesn’t. In turn, the students are required to become good listeners to one another and be active processors of information.

- High-expertise teachers have a repertoire of research-based cognitive strategies such as visual imagery and modeling thinking aloud. These strategies, chosen to match students, curriculum, and content, make concepts and ideas clear and accessible to students. When content needs reteaching for students who didn’t get it the first time, the teacher has alternative approaches to use.

Continued on next page
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**HIGH-EXPERTISE TEACHING**

**Skills pertaining to motivation**

- High-expertise teachers convince students to believe in effort-based ability. They consistently send these messages: “What we’re doing is important. You can do it. I won’t give up on you.” These messages are sent through daily interactive teacher behavior, class structures and routines, and policies and procedures. These teachers take it upon themselves to teach the students explicitly how to exert effective effort.

- High-expertise teachers make students feel known and valued. They know about students’ life and culture and show an interest in their activities and success. The unrelenting tenacity and high expectations of teachers with low-performing students also becomes evidence that the teacher thinks they are worthwhile.

- High-expertise teachers create a climate of community, risk taking, and ownership among all their students. Students know each other as people and have been taught the skills to cooperate. Students feel safe to make mistakes and view errors as feedback, not judgments. They take academic risks and challenge themselves to do hard work. And students have voice and ownership in constructing the rules of the classroom.

**Skills pertaining to literacy**

- High-expertise teachers make literacy an embedded priority. Regardless of their subject or academic discipline, they ensure a high volume of quality reading and writing about their content, and they scaffold students’ entry into text. Of particular importance, they are assiduous at facilitating “literate conversations” (Allington, 2011) about the text.

- High-expertise teachers become committed and proficient in vocabulary instruction. Regardless of their academic discipline, they understand that words and the concepts they represent are intimately related and indispensible to student learning.